
 

 

  

 

Date of Initial Inspection: May 20, 2022  

Job: 715 Farmers Loop  May 2022 

 

To: Daniel & Michelle Bettis 

C/O: Selling Licensee: Danielle Fenton, Hedgecock Group 

Listing Licensee: Ginger Orem, Crown Real Estate 

Seller: Michelle and Daniel Bettis 

 

This engineer’s report was prepared for you after my inspection with Noah Goslin assisting.  

For brevity positive merits of the building are not reported here.  Recommendations for 

correction are listed below along with some suggestions for future reference following: 

 

Items reviewed: 

Bryan Borjesson report on new foundation and leveling May 1999 

Brief summary report by Charlie Jeannet, North Star Engineering August 2008 

Soils Alaska report on subsurface soil investigation September 2008 

Full inspection report by Charlie Jeannet, North Star Engineering March 2009 

Disclosures by past seller Fuzzard March 2009 

Disclosures by current seller with additional addendum information April 2022 

 

General and Miscellaneous: 

1. Ensure there are functioning smoke detectors in the hall adjacent to bedrooms or living 

areas on each story of the residence and in each bedroom with fresh batteries.  Replace 

any smoke detectors that are more than ten years old.  

2. Ensure there are functioning CO detectors in the hall adjacent to bedrooms or living areas 

on each story of the residence.  

 

Attic/Roof: 

3. Clean and maintain the gutters.  Replace and missing downspouts/tailpieces/extensions to 

ensure that all water is directed away from the foundation. 

4. . Clean the soffit vent screens.  

 

Electrical: 

5. Provide gfci protection for all exterior receptacles.  Ensure the polarity and grounding are 

correct and the gfci protection will trip with an independent testing device. 

6. Replace broken and non-working receptacles such as: behind the wood stove. 

Easternmost on north wall of loft, closet in loft, basement. 
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7. Provide gfci protection for all garage receptacles except one that may be used for a 

freezer.  Ensure the polarity and grounding are correct and the gfci protection will trip 

with an independent testing device. 

8. Provide gfci protection for all crawlspace receptacles Ensure the polarity and grounding 

are correct and the gfci protection will trip with an independent testing device.  

9. Replace recessed ceiling incandescent light fixtures with LED fixtures.  

10. Install a ground between the main service and the main panel or have an electrical 

contractor verify there is continuity.   

11. Ensure that all circuit breakers in all of the panels are properly labeled.  The label for 

each breaker should be numbered on the cover and correctly corresponds to the circuit 

referenced such that a user can quickly identify and disconnect power to the circuit.    

12. Clean up wiring (if used) and cover box in garage cabinet.   

13. Install covers on boxes, receptacles and switches where missing. General. Check all.  

14. Replace broken receptacles such as: behind the woodstove, loft closet. 

15. Replace bulbs in light fixtures or replace light switches and or make corrections if 

necessary to ensure that all lights work properly. Such as: Loft east side, garage. 

 

Plumbing: 

16. Secure loose toilet.  Remove the toilet first and install a new wax ring.  Provide pictures 

of the new wax ring in place. East bathroom. 

17. Adjust the domestic water heating system to provide a full tub of water at 110 degrees.   

 

Mechanical: 

18. Clean bath fans to ensure that they vent properly. 

19. Vent the bathroom fans directly to the outside with a smooth rigid duct run to the gable 

end in the attic.  Slope the duct toward the exterior terminal vent that has a flapper not a 

screen.  Insulate the duct with fiberglass or similar using permanent materials such as 

string, wire or zip ties if necessary.  Seal the ducts with appropriate tape.  Regular duct 

tape does not last but tape specifically rated for ducts or metal tape does. 

20. Have the boiler inspected and fully serviced by a licensed and bonded contractor.  

Contractor is to check all safety items and perform necessary repairs.  Ensure that the 

heat exchanger is cleaned.  Supply a receipt to confirm the work.  This is a normal 

service item that should be performed every year.  Some technicians do not brush the 

boiler clean on the service every year, but we consider it part of the service that should be 

done at a routine house transfer. If this work was done within the last 6 months send 

documentation to confirm. Technician to verify that all zones are working properly.  

21. Cure leaks at hydronic lines in the crawlspace. 

22. Clean and inspect the boiler chimney.  Provide a receipt from a qualified technician. The 

boiler technician usually does not perform this work.  Make any corrections necessary for 

safe use.  Technician is to report condition on receipt. 

23. Have the heating technician ensure there is a proper level of glycol and that the fluid in 

the hydronic system has the proper composition yearly.  This is important with radiant 

heat or when a secondary heat source is employed that can force a particular zone to 

remain stagnant during very cold temperatures.  Have the boiler technician check the 
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glycol, evaluate the PH level and determine if it needs an anti-corrosion additive. A 30% 

solution is acceptable to me.  

24. Cure leaks at hydronic lines in the crawlspace. 

25. Clean and inspect the woodstove and chimney using a type II inspection. Replace broken 

fire bricks.  Provide a receipt from a qualified technician.  Make any corrections 

necessary for safe use.   

26. Provide a 4" diameter combustion air vent to the garage area for the boiler.  The inlet 

shall be screened and undampered.  Make a cold air trap in the duct and insulate it to 

reduce passive heat loss.  The best way is to bring the duct in low on the wall with a 90 

degree turn up inside the boiler room and extended at least 4’ to 6’up toward the ceiling 

to reduce passive loss when the boiler is not running. 

 

Egress: 

27. Ensure that the hardware for all opening windows is adjusted or replaced so that they 

open, close and latch shut easily from inside. 

28. Install an egress window in each bedroom with the following minimums:  Area - 5.7 s.f., 

width - 20”, height - 24”.   Maximum sill height is 44" off the floor.  The size of the 

opening that a person can fit through when the window is opened must meet all three 

minimums of area, width and height.  

29. Repair doors into the garage and out of it to work properly.  

 

Garage:  

30. Ensure there are two self closing hinges or other self closing mechanism on the door(s) 

from the living space into the garage.  Adjust the door and hinges or other closing device 

so it closes and latches after each use. 

 

Foundation and Crawlspace: 

31. Adjust all the plumbing drains in the crawlspace so there is a full 1/4" per foot slope. 

32. Cure leaks at sump pump and container in the crawlspace.  

33. Support the plastic piping in the crawlspace every 4' and metal piping every 10'. 

34. Install support (typically staples) for all wires in the crawlspace every 4' minimum. 

35. Label two each ceiling switches for function.  

 

Additional information and/or suggestions for future reference follow: 

a. There may be some smoke and CO detectors in place already.  I call for them in the 

report as a default even if they are present because we want to ensure they are installed 

and have fresh batteries at the final as specified. Please note requirements carefully. 

b. Some of the exterior receptacles are recessed such that they are hard to access.  

c. Storm door at easternmost north entry does not close well. 

d. Install a bath fan to vent the warm moist air in the half bathroom directly to the outside.  

Use smooth rigid duct and a proper exterior terminal with a flapper.  

e. Install a continuous graspable handrail 34" to 38" above the stair nosings for the full 

length of the stairs. Loft. 

f. Risers, treads and headroom for stairs to the loft do not comply with the code. Correct or 

use with caution.  
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g. Improve drainage away from the foundation so that soil slopes at least 1" per foot for at 

least four feet.  This is especially important with a basement.  Create swales if necessary 

to ensure that the water is directed away from the foundation. 

h. Door or hardware is loose or not latching properly in the half bathroom, laundry, SW 

bedroom, NE bedroom, E bedroom. E bathroom. Master bath, loft main door. Loose is 

subjective and not always considered bothersome. 

i. Many people activate the heat tape for buried water service pipes for 12 hours per day 

from December to May.  We are not concerned with the ambient temperature so much as 

the temperature of the soil around the pipe which is usually about 4' below grade.  Others 

choose to leave it on all year long, so they do not have to remember to activate it each 

winter. If you have a house full of people, then you may not need the tape activated at all. 

j. The seller did not check the box for ice dams or water leakage in the disclosures. The 

eave venting on the main portion of the house appears t9 be adequate with vent strips in 

the eave and carboard baffles in the attic over the exterior roof line. The common local 

practice and City of Fairbanks code call for a continuous one inch wide strip of eave vent 

which is more area than that provided. If you experience ice dams or leakage, then add 

more eave ventilation. The loft roof is “hot” as the fiberglass insulation is tight against 

the bottom of the roof sheathing. We usually call for ventilation as prescribed by the code 

but for some reason no signs or leaking were noted on the beautiful wood ceiling. 

k. The top and bottom of the foundation wall is pushed in on the east side. This is most 

likely due to hydrostatic load from water. There is fairly good drainage now achieved by 

swales and a drainage dich on the east side.  

l. I concur with the analysis and opinion explained by Charlie Jeannet, North Star 

Engineering with regard to soils and the foundation movement in the report dated March 

30, 2009. The east foundation wall could be reinforced more where it is pushed in and 

damaged but design of same is beyond the scope of this report. It seems that if you 

maintain drainage additional repairs may not be economically worthwhile. 

m. The trusses are site constructed.  The roof framing may have met the “test of time” but 

may not meet the design requirements for a 40 psf snow load.  A full analysis of the snow 

load capacity of this system is beyond the scope of this report.  It may be prudent to 

carefully remove the snow when the snow exceeds 24” in depth especially over the 

garage where there is no bearing wall under the center of the truss. 

n. There appeared to be about 18” of insulation in the attic where I measured.  Each inch of 

insulation is worth about an (R-3). Energy consultants in Fairbanks recommend a total R-

value of 50 or 60 for energy efficiency. You have enough where it can be added.  Baffles 

appear to be in place to maintain ventilation over the attic insulation to ensure a “cold” 

roof above the exterior wall line. 

 

Note to seller or those arranging work cited in this report. 

Please provide this report to those who provide quotes or perform services. They should 

have the report in hand if requesting clarifications. Please send an email with the address of 

the property in the subject line for requests to perform final inspections or clarifications.    

 

The inspection was limited to the portions of the building readily accessible.  The report is 

intended to augment our onsite discussions.  The comments are based on what could be 
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observed at the time of inspection.  This report may not address every concern that you or 

another engineer deem applicable. It does not typically address detached buildings, mildew, 

mold, radon, wells, septic systems, fuel tanks, leaked fuel, soils, environmental hazards 

(such as lead in paint or piping, asbestos) or right of way/zoning violations.  Leaks or 

condensation may not be identified if not readily visible.  I encourage the client to retain 

other professionals such as mechanical technicians or environmental testing specialists to 

evaluate concerns or areas not addressed by an engineering report. The client must also 

exercise due diligence to review and evaluate the building including disclosures and other 

information available.  Please notify me immediately if you believe that I did not address 

your concerns. 

 

May 20, 2022 is the date for this stamp. 

  Thanks for the opportunity to serve you.  

   Please email vmeurlott@gmail.com,  

   or call me at (907) 378-4663 if you need clarification 

  or require reinspection.    

  Sincerely, Vince Meurlott, P.E. 

 

  

Clean the soffit vent screens 

 

Top of foundation wall pushed in on the east side. 

The bottom footing is also pushed inward. 

 

mailto:vmeurlott@gmail.com
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East foundation wall is pushed in at the top. 

 

Foundation footing on east side is pushed inward 

and broken.  

 

  

 

 

Good drainage on the east side where foundation 

wall is pushed inward. 
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Electrical box in garage cabinet  
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Label switches in the ceiling of the crawlspace. 
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2” of polyisocyanurate insulation on loft walls 

 

Rafter space over loft. Hot roof. 
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Date of Initial Inspection: May 20, 2022  

Job: 715 Farmers Loop  May 2022 

 

To: Daniel & Michelle Bettis 

C/O: Selling Licensee: Danielle Fenton, Hedgecock Group 

Listing Licensee: Ginger Orem, Crown Real Estate 

Seller: Michelle and Daniel Bettis 

 

 

 

This is to acknowledge payment for the inspection and attached report.  Thank you. 

 

Amount paid:              $550.00   

 

Paid on May 24, 2022 

$550.00 paid in full by Taylor and Abigail Elrod 

 

 














































